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Abstract—Besides model-based development, model-based
quality assurance and the tighter integration of static and
dynamic quality assurance activities are becoming increasingly
relevant in the development of software-intensive systems. Thus,
this paper reports on an empirical study aimed at investigating
the promises regarding quality improvements and cost savings.
The evaluation comprises data from 13 industry case studies
conducted during a three-year large-scale research project in the
transportation domain (automotive, avionics, rail system). During
the evaluation, we identified major goals and strategies associated
with (integrated) model-based analysis and testing and evaluated
the improvements achieved. The aggregated results indicate an
average cost reduction of between 29% and 34% for verification
and validation and of between 22% and 32% for defect removal.
Compared with these cost savings, improvements regarding test
coverage (~8%), number of remaining defects (~13%), and time
to market (~8%) appear less noticeable.

sumes significant resources for selecting and understanding the
new technologies and for setting up and conducting a study to
evaluate them. Thus, practitioners expect some advance information about whether a certain set of new technologies has
shown to be applicable to the planned improvement goals and
what magnitude of improvement can usually be expected [8].
However, such generalized overview data is currently
largely missing for up-to-date integrated model-based analysis
and testing (MBAT) technologies in the transportation domain,
nor can it be acquired by means of a meta-analysis of existing
industrial case studies due to the limited number of published
studies [29] and the diverging improvement objectives and
measures underlying these studies, which limits the possibility
to aggregate individual results [20].
We address this gap by presenting an empirical study conducted in a large-scale research project with 38 partners, including 14 companies with individual use cases for MBAT
technologies and thus the potential for such case studies.
The research followed a multiple case study approach [23],
which allowed us to consolidate initial individual improvement
goals, align the different evaluation endeavors of the companies, and in a final step, reasonably aggregate the reported
improvement results. In brief, this paper provides answers to
the following three research questions:
RQ1: What are the goals underlying the introduction of (integrated) model-based testing and analysis in the transportation domain and how are they planned to be achieved?
RQ2: How can key goals be quantified and evaluated in a
large-sale study making use of multiple case studies?
RQ3: What are the improvements achieved by (integrated)
model-based testing and analysis?
Keeping these questions in mind, the remaining part of the
paper is structured as follows: Sec. II gives an overview of
existing studies on the effects of MBAT in industrial practice.
Sec. III provides some background information on the applied
innovative MBAT technologies and the study context in general. Sec. IV presents the consolidated goals and the strategies

Index Terms—Empirical study, embedded software quality
assurance, multiple case study, GQM+Strategies, quantitative
technology evaluation, model-based testing, internal baselines.

I. INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness and efficiency of quality assurance (QA)
processes play a crucial role in the development of software
and software-intensive systems. They impact not only the quality of the final product, but also the development and maintenance costs as well as the time to market [35].
Especially in the transportation domain a trend towards
model-based development and QA can be observed [7][25].
Innovative model-based analysis and testing methods and tools
have been developed and QA patterns have been proposed that
describe how to effectively combine these techniques [36][34].
An important question for companies is therefore how and to
which extent they can benefit from introducing such innovative
techniques into their QA processes.
One can obtain this knowledge by piloting promising new
technologies in individual case studies in the planned development environment [21][33]. Still, such an investigation con-
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for achieving them with MBAT technologies. Sec. V explains
the approach for quantifying the improvement goals and assuring that the reported results can be reasonably combined.
Sec. VI gives an overview of the individual case studies and
provides three examples of the use of MBAT technology in
specific case studies. Sec. VII presents the study results, which
indicate notable improvements from applying the new MBAT
technologies, and Sec. VIII discusses threats to validity. Sec. IX
closes the paper with a summary of the key contributions and
their applicability in practice.
II. RELATED WORK
In this work, we aim at assessing the effects of MBAT technologies, which are concrete QA approaches comprising a set
of model-based QA techniques and the corresponding tool
chain in an integrated set-up. They are derived from the
MBAT methodology implementing a defined combination
pattern for analysis, verification, and testing considering dedicated formal artifacts (called analysis and test models) that
should enable more effective and highly automated QA [30].
QA approaches have a measurable impact on software quality, which has been investigated in various studies. Nevertheless, the number of empirical studies is rather small compared
to the total number of articles published in this area [29].
One limitation we see in existing work on the empirical
evaluation of QA techniques, and which we address, is the
artificial context of the evaluation. Most studies are conducted
as controlled experiments in academic environments with small
software applications. This conclusion is underlined by the
reviews by Briand [6], Neto et al. [29], and Juristo et al. [16].
Neto et al. [29] state that only 5% of the 85 relevant publications related to model-based testing (MBT) report industrial
evaluations, including subjective experience, which were not
collected systematically. Briand highlights the challenges by
measuring the effectiveness of QA by introducing faults into
the system application that is being checked [6]. Furthermore,
the size of the software application is usually too small to show
its industrial applicability. Neto et al. reported application sizes
of less than 7.000 lines of code [29].
The scope of the empirical studies is also usually restricted
to one or a few QA techniques that are applied in isolation at a
defined process stage. In their famous study, Juristo et al. [17],
for example, compared the effectiveness of functional testing,
structural testing, and code inspection considering relevant
context factors. One conclusion was that equivalence partitioning and branch coverage are equally effective.
However, the combination of techniques as investigated in
this paper, and as already highlighted by Briand in 2007 as a
future research topic [6], is covered by a very limited number
of empirical studies. A recent example is provided by Elberzhager et al. [12], who investigated the systematic combination of inspection and functional testing. Their case study results indicate up to 34% test effort reduction compared to the
unfocused and unsystematic application of the two techniques.
A work strongly related to ours in providing an industryfocused high-level view on the impact of model-based QA
techniques is presented by Binder, who conducted a large-scale

survey on the effects of MBT [5]. This was the starting point
for a first holistic assessment of MBT techniques, considering
various test modeling notations, test case selection techniques,
tools, and application domains. The results showed that, on
average, MBT reduced the number of slipped defects by
around 60%, manual test effort by 15% and test time by 30%.
Nevertheless, problems were also reported, such as the growing
complexity of test models and updating of test models, which
were mentioned by 15%, respectively 11%, of the respondents.
Unlike Binder, our work does not use the retrospective
view of a survey but applies a multiple case study design to
measure and evaluate the observed improvement. Moreover,
we consider not only MBT, but also model-based analysis.
III. STUDY BACKGROUND
Our large-scale empirical study was conducted in the European research project MBAT, which stands for combined model-based analysis and testing [27]. In the project, research partners, tool vendors, and industrial use case providers from 39
organizations and eight countries jointly investigated and developed QA techniques and the corresponding tool platforms
for safety-related software-intensive systems from different
transportation domains, i.e., automotive, avionics, and rail
systems. A use case represents the context in which the technologies should be applied. It states the setting and the problems to be addressed and provides the opportunity to get quantitative feedback by conducting a corresponding case study.
The addressed use cases covered different steps of the system
and software QA processes as well as different quality properties, such as functional correctness, time behavior, and compliance with standards, such as ISO 26262 [15] for passenger cars
and DO-178C [10] for airborne systems.
The MBAT project addressed two major topics: (1) the improvement of the QA approaches regarding their effectiveness
and efficiency through the systematic combination of modelbased QA techniques and (2) the integration and interoperability of the corresponding tools on the technical side.
On the conceptual side, the MBAT methodology was developed as a set of QA approaches that combine different modelbased analysis, verification, and test techniques [30]. According to a bottom-up strategy, use-case-specific solutions were
generalized towards a set of best practices for the model-based
QA of software-intensive technical systems. A set of patterns
for the usage and instantiation of the combined QA approaches
was developed, representing appropriate solutions for defined
application domains, quality properties, and process stages
[14]. One concrete instantiation is the integrated quality assurance framework (InQA), which enables the stepwise optimization of QA planning and control, taking into account heterogeneous quality objectives such as the coverage of requirements
and architectural models and the detection of the most critical
and frequent defects [11].
To solve technical challenges, a project-specific reference
technology platform (MBAT RTP) was developed, which implements new, combined QA approaches by integrating the
corresponding analysis, verification, and testing tools with
requirements management systems, bug trackers, and architec-
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tural modeling tools [4]. MBAT RTP uses and extends the
Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration platform (OSLC)
[32], which provides a generic infrastructure for creating tool
chains for software lifecycle activities with exchangeable tool
components. For each use case, a tailored version of MBAT
RTP was developed, such as the integration of safety analysis,
software design, and simulation tools by Kacimi et al. [18].
In order to get quantitative evaluation results for the improvements that can be achieved by using MBAT technologies,
in the first stage the different goals and strategies of the use
case providers were consolidated in a common framework and
abstract measures were defined. In each case study, MBATbased solutions were implemented to achieve a certain subset
of goals relevant for the respective use case, and individual
data collection procedures were defined. Finally, the data collected in the case studies were aggregated to obtain more general statements about the achievement of the consolidated set of
improvement goals.
IV. IMPROVEMENT GOALS AND STRATEGIES
This section first provides an overview of the approach for
the identification and consolidation of the goals and strategies
of the various use case providers and then presents the resulting
Goals+Strategies graphs for all five high-level MBAT goals.
A. Approach – Identify and Consolidate Individual Goals
In order to allow aggregating the results of the different
case studies later on, the first task was to get a joint understanding of the relevant improvement goals and strategies. This does
not necessarily mean that all case studies had to have the same
improvement goals. Rather, each study defined its own goals
and strategies in a common taxonomy.
The GQM+Strategies method [2] is one way of describing
such a taxonomy. It allows defining business and improvement
goals as well as contributing strategies on different levels of an
organization, and modeling their relationships.
We use the key concepts of this approach, which is usually
applied to align goals and strategies in a single company [3], in
a large-scale research project as initially motivated and illustrated in a previous paper [23]:
1) We identified five high-level goals based on the project
proposal. Moreover, we extracted possible sub-goals and strategies in order to achieve them, provided they are named (even
implicitly) in the document. We considered this as a good starting point because all use case providers cooperated in the creation of the project proposal, meaning that all mentioned goals
represent at least a first common view of the partners.
2) Based on the extracted goals and strategies, a measurement expert collaborated with MBAT experts on developing an
initial Goals+Strategies graph for each high-level goal. An
advantage of using Goals+Strategies graphs is that they indicate gaps and inconsistencies in the relationships between the
modeled elements (e.g., goals without strategies for achieving
them or sub-goals not contributing to a high-level goal). Using
this information, the team complemented missing goals and
strategies and consolidated overlapping goals and strategies to
complete an initial version of the Goals+Strategies graphs.

TABLE I.

CONSOLIDATED MBAT GOALS AND STRATEGIES

ID

Goal/Strategy Description

G1

Reduce overall V&V costs

S1

Select and apply appropriate MBAT technologies in projects

G1.1[L]

Reduce costs for checking boundary values

S1.1a

Replace boundary value testing at software and/or functional level (partially)
with (cheaper) boundary analysis

S1.1b

Introduce a more cost-efficient boundary values analysis approach
(e.g., with improved tool support and interoperability between tools)

G1.2

Reduce costs for T&A model development

S1.2a

Use T&A models that can be reused for subsequent V&V activities

S1.2b

Use T&A models that can be (partially) reused in several projects

S1.2c

Use efficient support for T&A model development and maintenance
(MBAT guidelines, tools, etc.)

G1.3

Reduce costs for testing

S1.3

Automatically generate test cases from T&A models and static analysis results
(Once such a model is available, the costs for generating V&V cases are
minimized.)

G1.4

Reduce costs for avoidable V&V (inefficient combination of T&A)

S1.4a

Smart combination of T&A (e.g., if a technique has already discovered a fault,
other techniques do not have to target this fault anymore.)

S1.4b[L]

Avoid redundant parts of V&V activities (e.g., detect redundant test cases)

S1.4c

Replace parts of V&V activities with more cost-efficient V&V activities
(e.g. replace certain test activities with static analysis or vice versa)

G1.5

Reduce V&V costs for product variants

S1.5

Re-enforce a product lines concept with support for efficient V&V of variants
(e.g., by reusing V&V efforts across variants and optimizing its distribution
based on variant information, as well as V&V automation).

G1.6[L]

Reduce costs for checking that generated code matches implementation model

S1.6

Demonstrate that automatically generated code matches implementation model
(e.g., SCADE code generator guarantees this compliance certified SIL3/4)

G1.7

Reduce costs for static analysis

S1.7

Introduce a more cost-efficient static analysis approach (e.g., one that reduces
false warnings from analysis tools due to hints from testing or narrows the
search space through additional information)

G1.8[L]

Reduce V&V costs resulting from changes in requirements

S1.8a

Use impact analysis to identify affected V&V artifacts

S1.8b

Make iterative static analysis more cost-efficient (e.g., by proving the identity
of previously identified issues)

G2

Reduce overall defect costs

S2.1

Find defects earlier during development through model-based T&A technology

G2.1.1

Reduce defects slipped through construction stage

S2.1.1

Increase usage of formal analysis and simulation methods

G2.1.2

Increase effectiveness of MBAT-improved V&V after construction

S2.1.2a

Apply virtual integration testing

S2.1.2b

Apply new model-based testing to improve quality of tests

S2.1.2c[L] Improve effectiveness of test model (e.g., by ensuring its correct generation
from requirements by traceability analysis)
G2.1.3

Reduce rework resulting from incomplete, instable, and erroneous
requirements

S2.1.3

Improve robustness of requirements through early validation

S2.2

Improve fault location capabilities by applying MBAT technology

G2.2.1

Reduce costs for defects found during construction stage

S2.2.1

Improve fault location capabilities of analysis methods (e.g., support for
detailed analysis of wrong behavior and failure situation)

G2.2.2

Reduce costs for defects found during MBAT-improved V&V after
construction

S2.2.2

Improve fault location capabilities through model-based T&A technology (e.g.,
use impact analysis and provide traceability to identify affected construction
artifacts such as requirements and code)

G2.2.3[L] Reduce costs for defects found after MBAT-improved V&V
S2.2.2

see previous definition
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ID

Goal/Strategy Description

G3

Reduce total cost of ownership for development platform

S3

Make use of MBAT RTP and tools

G3.1

Reduce tool license and support costs

S3.1

Simplify integration and communication between tools through RTP (e.g., by
the means of shared information about environment, scheduling, compile
process, shared assumptions and verification results, and defined extension
points)

G3.2

Reduce costs for platform certification

S3.2a

Simplify certification through standardized solutions and RTP interfaces

S3.2b[L]

Support incremental certification by using pre-certified components

G3.3[L]

Reduce costs for training

S3.3

Reduce necessary trainings through standardized solutions and RTP interfaces

G4

Provide high product quality in the face of increased complexity

S4

Select and apply appropriate MBAT technologies

G4.1

Increase coverage of test criteria

S4.1a

Apply model-based V&V technologies (V&V cases can be generated,
executed, and evaluated automatically, and test coverage can be assured)

S4.1b[L]

Use requirements-based coverage information to complete test case generation

S4.1c[L]

Integrate analysis and test tools so that they can exchange their findings to
improve analysis results

G4.2

Reduce number of defects detected after MBAT-improved V&V

S4.1a

see previous definition

S4.2

Apply effective combination of A&T (e.g., techniques are giving each other
hints on where to find defects)

G4.3

Use technology that is applicable / scales for systems with increased
complexity

S4.3

Use T&A models to abstract from system details (leads to reduced complexity
for each abstraction level)

G5

Reduce time to market for embedded systems products

S5.1

Provide higher automation of the analysis & test process

G5.1

Reduce time needed for V&V after construction

S5.1a

Apply efficient combination of T&A technologies (e.g., techniques are giving
each other hints where to find defects and tools exchange data about findings)

S4.1a,b[L],c[L] see previous definitions
S5.2

Strongly foster an early start and high quality of V&V activities

G5.2[L]

Reduce time for localize and correct defects after MBAT improved V&V

S2.1, S2.2.3 see previous definitions
G5.3[L]
S5.3.1

Ensure test coverage for well-defined subclasses of quality criteria
Employ formal analysis methods
V&V: Verification and validation; T&A test and analysis; RTP: Reference technology platform;
[L]: Goal or strategy with relevance only for a limited number of case studies

For each identified goal, an abstract measure was also defined to give an idea of how this goal could be quantified.
3) A survey involving all use case providers (n=14) was
conducted with a response rate of ~80%. The survey contained
the initially consolidated Goals+Strategies graphs including
abstract measures, giving the use case providers the option to
rate the goals and strategies regarding their importance for their
use case. Moreover, they could extend the graphs with additional goals and strategies and make remarks about existing
elements.
4) The survey analysis allowed us to identify 21 elements,
i.e., goals or strategies, that were deemed relevant only by very
few or none of the use case providers and 16 new elements that
had to be added to the initial graphs. Moreover, we reformulated ambiguous phrases in the description of various goals and
strategies. The survey analysis also revealed that, on average,
each use case provider considered half of the 28 consolidated
goals as relevant in their context.

B. RQ1 Result – Consolidated Goals+Strategies Graphs
Table I provides an overview of the five high-level goals
(G1 to G5) with their corresponding refinement into sub-goals
and strategies. The ordering and the numbering schema indicate their relationships. Goals (shaded) and strategies (white)
that have only limited relevance for the use case providers are
marked with [L]. The assumption underlying the graph is that
each sub-goal contributes to the achievement of its high-level
goal, e.g., reducing costs for test and analysis model development (G1.2) helps to reduce overall verification and validation
costs (G1). The sub-goal itself can be achieved in different
ways. For example, models can be reused by different QA
activities (S1.2a) and in further projects (S1.2b), or model
development and maintenance can be better supported by tools,
guidelines, etc. (S1.3c). Some strategies apply for several goals
in the graph, in which case they are referenced by their ID.
V. QUANTIFICATION AND EVALUATION APPROACH
The previously consolidated set of improvement goals and
abstract measures provides a frame for all case studies. In order
to conduct the individual case studies, the abstract measures of
the improvement goals that are relevant in the specific case
study were operationalized in the first step. This means, in
particular, that individual measurement plans were developed
following the well-known Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) paradigm [1]. A measurement plan structures and refines an improvement goal, concretizes it via questions, and finally quantifies it with measures, including corresponding measurement
scales. For each measure that needs to be collected (base measure), it defines who, when, and how the data have to be gathered, and for each derived measure, it describes the calculation
rules for deriving it based upon other measures. For illustration
purposes, Figure 1 provides a condensed version of such a
measurement plan.
In order to help the use case providers define appropriate
measurement plans, they were supported by measurement
experts with a two-day workshop on goal-oriented measurement, a moderated user group, individual support via email and
phone, as well as a review of their final measurement plans.
It is important to note that the previously specified abstract
measures with predefined measurement scales and units assure
that, although improvement goals can have different operationalizations in different studies, the improvement results can be
combined on a level that abstracts from case-study-specific
measurement units and terminology. Moreover, each abstract
measure is defined in a relative way, e.g., % reduction of costs
caused by defects detected after construction stage. This allows
the use case providers to keep sensitive cost and defect numbers internal and report on relative improvements.
However, in order to measure such relative improvements,
an individual baseline has to be defined for each case study. A
baseline represents the state before the new MBAT technology
is applied. Baselines can be defined based on data collected in
earlier projects, a second project running in parallel, a previous
release or sprint of the case study project, or by splitting the
investigated system into two parts: one where the current technology is applied and one where the new MBAT technology is
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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Improvement Goal

G1.3: Reduce cost for testing

Applied Strategies

S1.3: Automatically generate test cases from T&A
models and static analysis results
Analyze the test processs (object) for the purpose of
evaluation regarding cost (quality focus) from the
viewpoint of a project manager in the context of Use
Case -xxx -in the automative domain (context).
% Decrease of average test effort per requirement
with MBAT technology

Measurement Goal

Reported Improvement
Baseline

Q1 Which level of improvement was obtained with respect to the quality in focus?
ID
Derived Measure
Calculation
Unit
Time

Collector

% Decrease of average test = (1-A_TEpReq_M
effort per requirement with /A_TEpReq_B)
MBAT technology
*100%
A_TEpReq_ Average test effort per
= TE_M/ #Req_M
M
requirement with MBAT
technology

Milestones
%
(rational) M24 & M33

Use case
provider

A_TEpReq_ Average test effort per
B
requirement with baseline
technology

= TE_B/ #Req_B

PH
After baseline
(rational) case study

TE_M

Test effort with MBAT
technology

TE_B

Test effort with baseline
technology

ID

Base Measure

= TE_TCD_M
+TE_TE_M
+TEx_Tev_M
= TE_TCD_B
+TE_TE_B
+TEx_Tev_B
Collection

PH
After case study Use case
(rational) with MBAT
provider
Use case
provider

PH
After case study Use case
(rational) with MBAT
provider
PH
After baseline
(rational) case study

Use case
provider

Unit

Time

Provider

TE_TCD_M Test effort for test case
Effort Sheet
design with MBAT
technology
TE_Tex_M Test effort for test execution Effort Sheet
with MBAT technology

PH
After test case
(rational) design

Project
manager

PH
After test
(rational) execution

Project
manager

TE_Tev_M Test effort for test
evaluation with MBAT
technology
#Req_M
#Requirements with MBAT
technology
TE_TCD_B Test effort for test case
design with baseline
technology
TE_Tex_B Test effort for test execution
with baseline technology

Effort Sheet

PH
After test
(rational) evaluation

Project
manager

Extract from
DOORS/MKS
Effort Sheet

(integer) Before test case
design
After test case
PH
(rational) design

Use case
provider
Project
manager

Effort Sheet

PH
After test
(rational) execution

Project
manager

TE_Tev_B

Effort Sheet

PH
After test
(rational) evaluation

Project
manager

Extract from
DOORS/MKS

(integer) Before test case Use case
design
provider

#Req_B

Test effort for test
evaluation with baseline
technology
#Requirements with
baseline technology

Q2 Which factors differentiate the baseline from the MBAT case?
Skill_M
Skill level of tester for MBAT Internal
(ordinal) After MBAT
technology
Questionnair
case study
Skill_B
…

Skill level of tester for
baseline technology
…

Internal
Questionnair
…

(ordinal) After baseline
case study
…
…

Expert 1
Expert x
Expert

Measurement data from project -xxx-

%DecA_
TEpReq

Evaluation of G3.1 in case study CS1

Tester
Tester
…

Fig. 1. Condensed and anonymized example of a measurement plan.

applied. The advantages and limitations of the different ways
for collecting baseline data are discussed by Kläs et al. [23].
The overall evaluation endeavor was planned for and conducted in two iterations. During the first evaluation round in
2013, the use case providers had the opportunity to get to know
the evaluation approach, test their data collection procedures,
and identify confounding factors that might limit the validity of
their study results. Based on this experience, they planned the
final evaluation round, which took place in 2014 and whose
results are reported in this paper.
Because it became obvious that not each case study could
collect data on all improvement goals considered relevant by
the study provider, the option was given to evaluate improvement goals not only based on measurement data but also based
on expert judgment. In order to distinguish these two kinds of
data collection, two reporting forms were provided.

min ml max

LP

min ml max

If <2 case studies with
measurement data

u

If available

LP

m m-u m m+u

Measure
G3a*
Expert

Exp. Judgment

…

… G3.3

Contribution Contribution
of G3.2 to G3 of G3.3 to G3

Σ
Improvement
for G3

Improvement
in C1 for G3.1

X

min ml max

… G3.2

Contribution of
G3.1 in CS1 to G3

LP

Contribution
of G3.1 to G3

Evaluation of G3.1 in CSn
G3a* “Tool license and support
costs account for a minimum of
_%, a maximum of _%, and
most likely _% of the annual
total cost of ownership”

Improvement
in CSn for G3.1

LP

Improvement
for G3.1

Contribution of
G3.1 in CSn to G3

Fig. 2. Example of data aggregation for G3.1 as sub-goal of G3.

The M Form allows reporting for each improvement goal:
data on the measured improvements (m), observed confounding factors, ratings on the quality of the collected data, and how
well the underlying improvement strategy was implemented. It
also allows a final judgment on the remaining uncertainty in the
measurement results (u), e.g., ±10%.
The E Form allows reporting expert opinion on the observed improvement for each goal that is considered relevant
but is not measured in the study. Moreover, the form collects
data required to determine the contributions of the sub-goals to
the high-level goals. The uncertainty in the expert opinions is
captured by asking for minimum (min), maximum (max), and
most likely (ml) values. These values are then used to define a
triangular probability distribution, which is a well-known technique in quantitative risk management [28].
This enables the combination of measurement and expert
data via linear pooling (LP) [9] for sub-goals without or with
sparse measurement results. Linear pooling is a common technique used to combine, e.g., expert estimates made with uncertainty [24], and, when applied without dedicated weights, can
be considered as a kind of simple average between the underlying probability distributions. Figure 2 illustrates how the different pieces of information represented as probability distributions are combined using Monte Carlo simulation [22] as implemented in the Palisade @Risk add-on for Excel.
VI. CASE STUDY OVERVIEW
This section first gives a brief overview of all the cases
studies and then describes in more detail the context and the
concrete improvement strategies in three case studies, which
can be considered to be representative of the remaining ones.
The 14 case studies for which improvement goals were operationalized via measurement plans cover the transportation
domain, with several studies each for automotive, avionics, and
rail systems. Moreover, they cover 12 different companies and
a variety of domain-typical context factors and technologies.
We are not allowed to characterize all individual case studies
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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CS559

CS562

CS563

CS612

CS671

CS808

CS815

CS823

CS940

CS964

PE
ME
M
E
E
PE
-

M
M
PE
PE
PE
PE
-

M
E
M
E
M
M
E
E
-

ME
E
PE
PE
ME
-

PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
-

P
ME
E
E
E
PE
PE
ME
E
-

ME
M
M
M
M
M
PE
-

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
-

M
PE
M
E
M
PE
PE
PE
-

M
M
E
E
M
E
E
E
-

PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
-

M
M
M
ME
PE
P
E
PE
PE
PE
E
E
PE
PE
PE
PE
E
-

P: Measurement plan defined but not evaluated; PE: Measurement plan defined but only expert opinion;
E: Expert opinion; M: Measurement data; ME: Measurement data and additional expert opinion

regarding these factors since this information is considered too
sensitive and might allow attributing results to specific companies. Rather, we abstract from specific techniques and situations by reporting aggregated results, which are assumed to
characterize the improvements that are possible with the help
of MBAT technologies in the transportation domain in general.
Thus, the overall baseline for the reported improvements is the
status quo in the considered domain. We are aware that this
necessary compromise inhibits variation analysis, which would
usually be applied to explain differences between the cases.
A. Daimler – Turn Indicator
The system in the Daimler turn indicator case study implements the functionality of an automotive exterior light controller. The system consists of about 14 electronic control units
(ECUs) and realize indicator functionality as well as the passing, fog, and brake light. Communication between ECUs is
realized using CAN or LIN bus systems. Thus, the exterior
light control system is a distributed hard real-time system,
featuring high complexity due to continuous data exchange
between ECUs. The entire system requirements are written as
textual requirements in IBM Rational DOORS. The implementation of the example device under test has been realized as a
TargetLink model containing a total of 81 TargetLink blocks.
The MBAT technology applied here reuses V&V artifacts
created during model-based development with Matlab/Simulink (S1.2a). The smart combination of artifacts from preliminary steps, especially static analysis activities, helps to improve
the overall system quality [19]. Figure 3 depicts the workflow
and the corresponding tools. First, a static code analysis is
performed by using the AbsInt tools Astrée, WCET, and

B. Volvo – Brake-by-Wire
The brake-by-wire case study dealt with verifying the models and the code for a brake-by-wire system in a number of
analysis and testing scenarios. The system is developed inhouse at Volvo for use as a research object and has been employed in different research projects to study various aspects.
The system contains five control units, one per wheel and one
central unit. The models describing the system were developed
using EAST-ADL (Architecture Description Language) for
modeling the structure, and Simulink and TargetLink for modeling and coding the behavior in accordance with AUTOSAR
specifications [31].
In the study, eleven analysis and testing scenarios were
considered, each describing certain verification objectives and
success criteria, such as the systematic combination of QA
approaches (S1.4a) considering model checking (S2.1.1), test
case generation (S1.3), test execution, and static code analysis
(S1.7), or better support for creating more formal and consistent QA artifacts (S2.1.3) [26].
In order to implement the strategies, the applied technologies reuse V&V artifacts created in the model-based development steps. The system description models, which were created
by using EAST-ADL, Matlab/Simulink and TargetLink tools,
are translated into intermediate models that can be processed
……………………………..………
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StackAnalyzer (S1.7), which was pre-configured with the results from the design model analysis (BTC EmbeddedTester),
such as assertions regarding variable values (S1.1b). In the next
step, the static analysis is executed and the results are processed by EmbeddedTester to find potential test cases of interest (S1.4a). In the last step, EmbeddedTester generates test
cases by using the context of the model (S1.3). These test cases
are executed against the device under test and the results are
manually evaluated by an engineer. The different tools were
coupled using the OSLC technology (S3.1).
Overall, the conducted case study showed the expected
workflow optimization, as the C-code of the turn indicator can
be statically analyzed in the EmbeddedTester tool. Due to the
use of OSLC as a tool interoperability protocol, this approach
can be easily extended to other development artifacts and tools.
The evaluation and measurement were planned in cooperation with the developers of the turn indicator systems. The
required baseline was determined in cooperation with the actual
system developers. The results showed that the reuse of artifacts from development and QA activities helped to reduce
time and focus the verification of a device under test.
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Fig. 3. Integrated analysis and test approach at the Daimler case study.
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by the other QA tools used in the approach. Requirements are
translated from natural language into formal notation using the
OFFIS PatternEditor and are associated with model elements in
the OFFIS RTP link tool to assure traceability and consistency.
The impact of changes is analyzed with a dedicated impact
analysis tool and affected elements and requirements are pointed out. The generated source code is statically analyzed using
BTC Embedded Tester and AbsInt Astrée to find problems that
are otherwise detected in later test phases. Models are checked
and used to generate abstract test cases with the ViTAL tool
from Mälardalen University, then handed over and further
refined by the Enea Farkle tool, which has access to more concrete system-specific information. Interoperability of the tools
in the chain was achieved by the OSLC technology via the
MBAT RTP tool adapters.
The case study was conducted by applying the tool chains
to the previously defined usage scenarios. The measurements
were made by utilizing suitable sequences of the tool chain
applications to measure absolute values of the various base
measures. Based on the measurements results, it was then assessed which improvements were achieved in the QA processes
with the applied MBAT technologies. As a baseline, a snapshot
of the current development process of the brake-by-wire system was used. Since the brake-by-wire system is a small-scale
project, the measurement results contain some uncertainties
regarding their validity for large-scale serial production development projects. However, the results are promising and would
in many cases likely be of benefit also in product development.
C. Airbus Group – EO/IR Sensor for UAV
The system considered in the Airbus Group case study is an
electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) sensor for Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) to enable wide-area ground and maritime
surveillance. The EO/IR sensor system includes two main
sensors, a daylight CCD camera and an IR sensor. EO/IR has
been adopted by a wide range of UAVs as a payload. All system requirements are written and managed in IBM Rational
DOORS. An executable SysML specification model has been
implemented in IBM Rational Rhapsody. Sepp.med MBTSuite
was selected as the tool for test case generation (S1.3) and IBM
Rational Quality Manager for test case management. These
engineering tools have been integrated into an OSLCconformant tool chain by using the IBM Jazz-based technology
platform (S3.1).
The main emphasis of the EO/IR sensor case study was on
the integration of model-based testing and model-based analysis techniques into the system development process (S1.4a)
[13]. Furthermore, ensuring traceability between related artifacts in all tools in a heterogeneous tool landscape was a major
requirement (S2.1.2c). The main goal of the study was to
demonstrate the feasibility of a model-based workflow for the
development and testing of an aircraft system throughout the
development lifecycle.
Measurement of the improvements provided by the MBAT
technologies was done by evaluating expert interviews as well
as through comparison with data collected in previous projects.
The general OSLC-based tool integration proved to be very
valuable. Establishing links between engineering artifacts in

different engineering tools becomes a necessity when it comes
to managing the development and testing of more and more
complex products. On the other hand, the work and effort
needed to enable this proved that there is still work to do. It
appears that a lot more effort must be spent on promoting the
RTP idea in order to make OSLC-enabled tools a common
sight in the commercial tool market.
The automatic test case generation using model-based testing techniques and tools proved to be a useful and sufficiently
mature tool and will be deployed for the validation and verification of future products in the company.
VII. STUDY RESULTS
In the final evaluation round, we obtained data collected for
13 case studies (i.e., all except CS808) in which 13 of the 23
sub-goals were covered by measurement data and all except
one goal by expert estimates. Table II summarizes which goals
were evaluated based on which means in which case studies.
If at least two case studies provided measurement data on a
specific sub-goal, then we only used the measurement data. If
not, we also included expert opinions collected in other case
studies to get a broader picture of the range of possible improvements in different environments.
Following the aggregation procedure described above, we
calculated a probability distribution for each goal, which we
used to determine the average improvement and the corresponding confidence interval on the confidence level CL = .90.
Figure 4 illustrates the results of the aggregation approach
for sub-goal G2.1.3, where measurement data collected in three
case studies indicate an average improvement of 32% with a
confidence interval ranging from 20% to 44%. If the expert
opinions from five other case studies are considered in addition, the expected average improvement would be only 24%,
but the cone of uncertainty would be smaller, which means that
there is a 93% chance that the average improvement is still
within the 90% confidence interval of the measurement-based
evaluation. This clearly motivates the advantage of characterizing the average improvement not only with a single value but
also with an interval.
We also analyzed further information regarding data quality
and the degree to which the planned improvement strategies
were really implemented. These results show the expected
correlation with the corresponding uncertainty estimates provided by the experts, but are not further discussed in this paper.

Fig. 4. Probability distributions resulting from data integration for G2.1.3.
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Fig. 5. Aggregated improvement results for sub-goals.

Figure 5 summarizes the aggregated improvement results
for all sub-goals, indicating the kind of data used. The sub-goal
results were then utilized to calculate the improvements that
can be achieved for the high-level goals, which are summarized
in Figure 6 and are discussed below:
Verification and validation costs (G1) have the potential of
being reduced by an average of 32% considering the data collected in the 13 case studies. One sub-goal showing very high

improvement potential is the reduction of static analysis costs
(G1.7), but the results also indicate high uncertainty regarding
the real average improvement caused by largely diverging
results in the two underlying case studies. The sub-goal covered best by the case studies is the reduction of test costs
(G1.3), which is most likely between 16% and 23% based on
the measurement data collected in ten individual case studies.
Defect costs (G2) could be reduced by an average of 22% to
32% based on data collected in 13 case studies. The uncertainty
is caused particularly by the circumstance that we cannot assume a fixed defect introduction and removal profile for all
environments, but have to consider a range of possible profiles.
A high degree of improvement could be observed for rework
caused by incomplete, instable, and erroneous requirements,
which is reduced by nearly one-third on average (G2.1.3), and
for the number of defects that slip through the development
activities and are found later on during testing (G2.1.1), which
were reduced by an average of 17% based on measurement
data collected in three case studies.
Cost of ownership for the development platform (G3) could
not be reduced regarding the data collected in five case studies.
Although there was major work on a reference platform for
simplifying interconnectivity and data exchange between different technologies, positive effects on licenses, support, certification, or training costs could not be quantified yet. Measurable cost savings are rather expected for the time after the project’s end, when the developed RTP and technologies are exploited further by partners and external organizations.
Quality and scalability (G4) as a high-level goal were not
evaluated; instead, the results for the individual sub-goals were
considered, which indicate that MBAT technologies can reduce
the remaining defects by an average of 13% (G4.2) and – if we
trust the expert opinions – also scales better for more complex
systems (G4.3). Interestingly, the coverage regarding applied
test criteria could only be increased by 8% (G4.1), which appears low at first glance. However, further information provided by the case studies showed that their existing approaches
already provide very high coverage levels, which makes it
difficult and sometimes impossible to increase them further.
The time to market (G5) could be reduced most likely by an
average of approximately 8%. However, it should be noted that
the seven case studies that contributed to the relevant sub-goals
provided only expert opinions (cf. Fig. 5). Therefore, we would
conclude that MBAT technologies probably reduce time to
market, but not by a large amount.
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Fig. 6. Aggregated improvement results for high-level goals.
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VIII. THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this multiple case study setting, we have to distinguish
between threats caused by the overall evaluation design and
threats that are specific for individual case studies.
An obvious threat caused by the study design is the fact that
aggregated data was collected in the different case studies using individual measurement plans. However, we assured combinability by standardizing the measured concept via consolidated improvement goals and abstract measures, which were
defined to be independent of the scales and units of the underlying operationalizations. For example, the reported relative
reduction of test effort is independent of the unit used to measure effort and the concrete activities comprising testing in a
specific company. Moreover, the reliability of data collection
was supported by templates for measurement plans, individual
guidance, and standardized forms for reporting results.
Another threat is that raw measurement results, such as absolute defect numbers, were not communicated outside the
specific company due to confidentiality reasons and could
therefore not be assessed directly with regard to validity. We
tried to address this issue by including detailed questions on
data quality in the reporting forms and providing the option to
report an uncertainty range for the improvement results.
A potential bias that is difficult to deal with is the situation
that all participants are interested in positive evaluation results
to justify their participation in the research project. This may
have led to the reporting of results that are too optimistic, especially in the case of pure expert estimates. However, considering the gathered data, we could find no indication for such a
tendency. Rather, our cross-checks showed that the expert
opinions were typically more pessimistic (85% of the cases)
than the measurement data provided for the same goals.
Regarding external validity, it has to be stressed that all
case studies were conducted in a realistic industrial context,
including typical variations, in the transportation domain; thus,
they are assumed to provide a valid summary for this context.
However, it is not clear to what extent they can be transferred
to other domains.
Because the case studies were organized and conducted by
the individual use case providers, there are internal validity
threats that are specific to certain case studies. During each
evaluation round, we collected confounding factors observed in
the case studies via open questions and clustered them (Figure
7). In order to better deal with the factors that were most frequently observed in the first evaluation round, specific countermeasures were proposed to the use case providers prior to
the second round.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a consolidated overview of the goals
that companies try to achieve in the transportation domain
when introducing model-based testing and analysis (MBAT)
and of the strategies they intend to apply (RQ1). This may help
other companies that are thinking about introducing MBAT
technologies to formulate and structure their goals and crosscheck their own strategies. Researchers may benefit from this
structure because they can more easily communicate
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Fig. 7. Confounding factors observed in the case studies.

the contribution of their work by evaluating it regarding goals
that are relevant for industry.
Moreover, this paper illustrates that it is possible to conduct
quantitative technology evaluation in large-scale research projects using a multiple case study design (RQ2). To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, there are no other studies yet that report on the successful application of such rigorous quantitative
evaluation via multiple case studies in a software engineering
research project of comparable scale.
The reported improvement results including the calculated
confidence bounds (RQ3) together with other information
sources may help managers to make a decision for or against a
more thorough investigation regarding the introduction of
MBAT technologies in their development projects. Researchers
working in the context of MBAT may benefit especially from
the overview of the most commonly observed confounding
factors, which they should be aware of when planning their
own studies in industry.
While this paper provides a general overview of improvements that are possible with MBAT technologies, we see the
further need for reporting individual case study research on
concrete methods and tools to provide a more detailed picture
and lessons learned regarding concrete techniques and settings.
Moreover, we plan to publish a more detailed description of the
applied evaluation approach and of our experiences to make it
easier for other researchers to apply it in other settings. Study
material comprising equations for cost calculations, templates,
and questionnaires can be obtained from the authors on request.
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